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Three years ago four good
friends met over a cup of

Virtual Coffee.



They couldn’t meet in real life (at least not 
during that particular coffee break) because
they are living on three different Continents.

Stockholm

Seattle

Mumbai

Kochi
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The four friends on the team are:
Casper – International Entrepreneur from 
Stockholm, the Startup Capital of Europe. Casper 
having founded startups in San Francisco, 
Stockholm and London. He has worked in the US, 
Germany and Japan and brings the knowledge to 
build a world organization. 

Viren – Entrepreneur from Mumbai, the most
vibrant city in Asia right now.  Viren is a Global 
Channel Expert, having build and developed 
startups to new heights of acquisition from small 
setup to multinational brand. Viren will develop 
our Channels all over the World.

Vimal – One of the most gifted designers from India 
tech hub Kerala. Vimal brings in a strong 
understanding of scalable cloud architectures and 
emerging technologies, rapid delivery and an innate 
understanding of creating great customer experiences.

Scott – Technology Expert from Seattle, home
of the biggest US Cloud providers. Scott is 
among others, considered one of the worlds
most knowledgeable on the CAD space. He
brings us back-end guidance on our projects
and endeavours!
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The problems the four friends faced in the project were:

• They had to share project data globally
• The project data had to be fully secure and resilient in case of breakdown
• The storage of the data had to be compliant with any local regulations
• View, download or upload, change of access rights have to be monitored on individual

level and be easily accessible.
• Within a project structure with dedicated group permissions, there have to be a unique

granular file and permission structure for individuals for both internal and external
users

• Bi-directional sync
• Access through File Explorer without any agent software on client device
• Must keep version control of any content updated through File Explorer or Sync.
• Data had to be encrypted at data storage and authenticated in data communications
• Importantly, no client data must ever be lost!
• Any client data, modified at any point in time must always be retrieveable! Even on 

previous versions back in time!
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So they looked around to try and find a solution:

But however hard they looked, 
they could never really tick off 
more than 3 to 4 requirements
maximum, per solution they
tested!
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Not Secure Enough!

And a lot of
others……..



Casper and Scott have a legacy software installed and running at US largest bank in New York with
240.000 employees.

There are very hard requirements on suppliers and communication platforms with the bank. 

To communicate with the back-end, a dedicated endpoint provided by the Bank had been installed at 
our office in Seattle, and obviously we want to change all that…..

So the though-process to change the world had started……
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So for this particular project the friends still had to use the 
communication platform provided by the customer…… 



So they decided to meet up in Stocholm to 
design a system that would solve the 

problem they had, and at the same time
solve the same problem for others…. 
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They named the project FileAgo and put a few guiding principle
on the design:

• Let us make the core unbreakable
• Let us make the core fully secure
• We don’t know much, so let us make the core so scalable, 

that we can add any handler and functionality on top (video, 
voice, whatever we can figure out in the future..)

• Let us add all the requirements from our reference case to 
start with

• Let us add CAD, so we can initially command one vertical in 
this space (Construction)

. 
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The resulting software FileAgo is now
ready, two and a half years later and 

presented by:

FileAgo Technologies AB
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And the current functional components of FileAgo are:
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What is some of the cool stuff we are especially proud about in FileAgo?

ErLang is a development and 
runtime environment for building
distibuted real-time high availablity
systems that never breaks.

Originally developed by Ericsson.   

Users will never see this, but our
back-end uses ErLang:

FYI:  The back-end of WhatsApp is written in 
ErLang too, so we are not alone!

#1
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Uniquely, everything that is modified on an application running locally, using a file in File Explorer, is version 
controlled on the Cloud… (we can keep track of everything a corporation or agency works with)

What is some of the cool stuff we are especially proud about in FileAgo?

And there is 
so much more
in FileAgo, #3, 
#4, #5, #6, #7, 
#8, #9, #10 …!

Log on to 
FileAgo to find
out for 
yourselves!

#2
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What have we learned on the way?

That this is only the beginning! The frame-work and FileAgo architecture (combined with the market 
feedback from our first-mover customers) will allow us to build 2 new world class breaking applications on 
top of FileAgo:

Adding VoIP to the platform will blend in Skype-like features as part of a group based
collaboration process, creating a platform into the UCasS (Unified Communication as 
Service Market).

Users needs a Backup & Business Continuity Platform to extend FileAgo. This will allow us
to enter the DisasterRecovery as a Service Market. (We already named this component 
VoluEM).

We also see from first-mover user feedback that we can add two high revenue applications on top of FileAgo:                 

With Dashboards, we can provide usage statistics and control the resource work-flow

With Lists, we can completely port Sharepoint base functionality as a part of FileAgo 
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So who will the FileAgo customers be?

Any organization that needs:

• To keep their data completely secure
• To keep their data regulatory safe and compliant
• To ensure that any of their data modified at any

point in time must always be retrieveable
• To be able to share data safely and structured, both

internally and externally and not being bound by 
any geografical contraints
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Is the market big enough?

YES, these are expanding markets with huge opportunities for new players!

• FileSharing, Collaboration and Storage market is expected to be valued at $9.9 Billion in 2023.
• Annual growth rate is estimated at: 24.8%
• Attainable worldwide new market share in 2020: $1.04 Billion, growing at 24.8% each year.

• DisasterRecovery as a Service is expected to be valued at $23 Billion in 2023.

• Annual growth rate is estimated at: 36.7%

• Attainable worldwide new market share in 2020: $1.96 Billion, growing at 36.7% each year.

Now - FileAgo:

Next Stage – Voluem Add-on / VoIP Add-on:

• “The Unified Communication as a Service (UCaaS) Market Worth US$79.3 Bn by 2024”, says TMR.
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So, how do we build a SaaS distribution platform?

We simply partner up with one of the biggest, most competetive and best providers in the industry!

FileAgo Technologies AB are proud to have a signed Partner Engagement Agreement with Tata Communications, Ltd. 

Tata Communications, Ltd. controls 65% of all Ocean Internet Fiber in the world.

Tata Communications connects all countries in the world on their own network.

Tata Communications provides key infrastructure services to all major Cloud vendors. In fact, all major players 
(Google, Amazon AWS, MS Azure, etc.) use Tata Communication’s infrastructure. 

Tata Communications provides FileAgo Technologies hosting access to run the FileAgo application from Data 
Centers in EU, North America, South and South East Asia at cut rate prices. 

Note: Tata Communications 
will provide us access to 
their VoIP platform API.
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How do we sell it?

We implement a Channel Market Strategy, which will keep marketing costs low.

We Share our revenue with Channel Integrators and Customers all the way, giving the Channels the best 
incentive to push FileAgo and build the market so the Customers gets the best deal.

FileAgo Technologies, together with partners, will provide the most secure, feature rich and price-
competetive solution in the marketplace.

FileAgo Technologies 

Legacy Systems

Channel Partners

$ per user/month
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First Mover Customers
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Contact us to be part of the Journey:

We are looking to expand our reach and want to accelerate
the Channel Development in the EU, US and World Wide:

Casper:  +46 734 384846 , casper.harnung@fileago.com
Viren: +91 99300 02952, viren.gada@fileago.com
Scott: +1 206 910-5674, scott.taylor@fileago.com
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